Abstract. We study representations of the Cuntz algebras O d and their associated decompositions. In the case that these representations are irreducible, their restrictions to the gauge-invariant subalgebra UHF d have an interesting cyclic structure. If S i , 1 i d, are representatives of the Cuntz relations on a Hilbert space H, special attention is given to the subspaces which are invariant under S i . The applications include wavelet multiresolutions corresponding to wavelets of compact support (to appear in the later paper BEJ97]), and nitely correlated states on one-dimensional quantum spin chains.
Introduction
The aim of the present paper was at the outset threefold: (i) To develop further and simplify the theory of nitely (and in nitely) correlated states of the Cuntz algebra O d given in BrJo97a] . in the sense that B (K) = C 1 1. In Chapter 6 we assume that the representation is irreducible and study its restriction to UHF d in the case that there is a normal -invariant state ' on B (K) . Such a state is automatically unique if it exists, and if K is nite-dimensional it always exists. In this case we replace K with the smaller S i -invariant space EH, where E is the support projection of ', replace ' with its restriction to EB (K) E = B (EK), and we de ne a normal -invariant state on B (H) by ? s i1 s in s jm s j1 = ' ? ES i1 S in S jm S j1 E :
Then has multiplicity = dim (E), and = . We show in Theorem 6.3 that the set of t 2 T such that t = is equal to the peripheral point spectrum This establishes the one-one correspondence stated in Theorem 2. 
and hence
which is (ii).
(ii) ) (iii) Assume that V i p = pV i p for all i. Then The invariant states are all convex combinations of the two states (X ij ) ! X 11 or (X ij ) ! X 22 . Thus, in the general situation, the following theorem is the best possible. Since 1 1 2 B (K) , the real linear span of positive cone in B (K) is all of the selfadjoint part, and hence the map X 7 ! PXP is onto, and (by scaling with suitable positive factors) the above arguments show that the map is an order isomorphism between the selfadjoint parts of (O d ) 0 and B (K) . The selfadjoint subspaces are also order unit spaces, i.e., kAk = inf f 0 j ? 1 1 A 1 1g : (For B (K) this formula is inherited from B (K), using, of course, crucially that 1 1 2 B (K) .) From this it is evident that the isomorphism is also isometric.
Having now identi ed B (K) with P (O d ) 0 P, let us return to the question raised in Theorem 3.5 and the preceding remarks on when B (K) is an algebra.
Proposition 4.2. Let M be a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H, and let P be a projection in H such that X 7 ! PXP is an isometry on the selfadjoint part of M. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) PMP is an algebra.
(ii) X 7 ! PXP is a homomorphism on M.
(iii) P 2 M 0 .
Proof. (iii) ) (ii) ) (i) are trivial.
(ii) ) (iii) follows from the observation that the homomorphism property implies PX (1 1 ? P) XP = 0, i.e., (1 1 ? P) XP = 0, and XP = PXP = PX. Note that these steps do not even depend on the isometry property.
The nontrivial bit, (i) ) (ii), is essentially in the proof of Theorem 3.5. Here is a slightly di erent way of putting it: The isometry property means that the unit interval of M is isometrically mapped onto that of the algebra PMP. In particular, extreme points correspond to extreme points, which in a von Neumann algebra means that projections go into projections, and orthogonality of projections is preserved. By the spectral theorem we nd that the compression map is a Jordan isomorphism, and hence the direct sum of a homomorphism and an antihomomorphism. Because it is completely positive, it is a homomorphism. 
The following three subsets of the circle group T are equal.
(i) ft 2 T j t = g, where is the gauge action.
(ii) ft 2 T j t is quasi-equivalent to g. Proof of Theorem 6.3. We rst prove the inclusion Lemma 6.5. ft 2 T j t = g PSp ( ) \ T. But if E = supp , the invariance implies t (E) = E, and hence E 2 U 0 t . Thus U t = E U t E = U t E = E U t is unitary. But U t S i U t = tS i , so multiplying to the right with E, U t V i U t = tV i : Multiplying to the right with U t V i and summing over i we obtain U t = t (U t ) ; i.e., U t is an eigenvector of with eigenvalue t. Thus U t is an eigenvector with eigenvalue t, and Lemma 6.5 is proved.
We next establish the converse inclusion.
Lemma 6.6. PSp ( ) \ T ft 2 T j t = g. Proof. If t 2 PSp ( ) \ T, let U = U t be a corresponding eigenvector, and assume that kU k = 1. We argue that U is unitary: By the generalized Schwarz inequality,
But by -invariance of ',
and as ' is faithful, (U U) = U U:
Since is ergodic and kU k = 1 it follows that U U = 1 1: In the same way one shows UU = 1 1, so U = U t is unitary. But we have U t = t (U t ) = t X i V i U t V i :
We now prove hS I U t I S J U t J i = hU t I S J 0U J i = hU t I V J 0 U t J i = t jJ 0 j hU t I U t V J 0 J i = t jJ 0 j h I V J 0 J i = t jIj S I I t jJj S J J : But from the de nition of U t it follows that U t S i U t = tS i ; so U t implements t . Use t now also to denote the normal extension of t to B (H).
By construction of U t we have U t P = P U t so t (P ) = P:
We now argue that t = . Put t = t . Since t is unitarily implemented, t is normal in the given representation and extends to B (H). Since t (P ) = ( t (P )) = (P ) = 1 1, we have supp ( t ) P, and we may de ne a state ' t on B (K) by ' t (P XP) = t (X) for X 2 B (H). But
for X 2 B (H), and as = we deduce that ' t (P XP) = t (X) = t (X) = t (X) = t (X) = ' t (P XP) = ' t (P XP) ; so ' t = ' t . But as B (K) has a unique -invariant normal state by assumption, we conclude that ' t = ', and hence t = t = :
This ends the proof of Lemma 6.6
We have now established that the sets (i) and (iii) in Theorem 6.3 are equal. Clearly set (i) is contained in set (ii), and to establish the converse, we have to show that if t is -covariant for some t 2 T, then is actually t -invariant. To Note that Lemma 6.8 could be used to simplify the last part of the proof of Lemma 6.7.
Next, we establish the niteness of the three sets in Theorem 6.3:
Lemma 6.9. ft 2 T j t = g is a nite subgroup of T.
Proof. The set is clearly a closed subgroup of T, so if it is not nite it is equal to T. But in that case there exists a unitary representation t ! U t of T in the representation Hilbert space of such that t = Ad (U t ). Let We check that
Using The rest of this chapter will be devoted to a proof of Theorem 7. But as 0 is extremal in K, this must be a Dirac measure, and 0 = t for some t.
This ends the proof of Lemma 7.4 and Proposition 7.3.
In order to prove Theorem 7.1, we need to develop a duality theory for the objects (M; '; V 1 ; : : : ; V d ; ) somewhat di erent from the duality theory in Jor96a].
The starting point is more restrictive in that the normal state ' is assumed to be faithful. We assume that V 1 ; : : : ; V Hilbert's real problem
He was a hep cat, but someone had put him into a box with a Bohr.
